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As first time home buyers my husband and I had a ton of questions, concerns, and were in need of advice
throughout the entire process, Jim was always available to help us and provided exceptional service. He
helped feel confident and guided through every step. We highly recommend working with Jim, he is an
amazing agent and wonderful person.

BOUGHT A SINGLE FAMILY HOME  IN CARNATION, WA.

TEAMKCLARK

RECOMMENDED

Jim is very professional and on top of issues. The close was on time and with a difficult seller Jim kept
things moving. He helped through the entire purchase and explained our options as issues occurred.

BOUGHT A SINGLE FAMILY HOME IN SUMNER, WA.

LKRAMER6803

RECOMMENDED

Jim is very friendly. He has a calm demeanor and listens very well. He made me feel secure during this
transaction explaining every detail in a way I could understand. He was always there whenever I
needed him at a moments notice. He knew the market and was able to advise the course for the sale of
my home.

SOLD A CONDO HOME IN SEATTLE, WA.
SEATTLESIMON

RECOMMENDED
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SOLD A SINGLE FAMILY HOME IN RENTON, WA.

JELYONS

I highly recommend JIm Clark because of his demeaner and care of those who contract with him. He
handily sold my house as well as my daughter's house (6 months before) and also helped my daughter
purchase their new townhome. His attention to detail is unsurpassed. Go Jim.

RECOMMENDED

M Y  C L I E N T S  C A N  T E L L  Y O U  M O R E
A B O U T  M E  T H A N  I  C A N
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My experience with Jim was fantastic! I was very happy and pleased with the buying process and result of
the deal. He is very knowledgeable and very professional. And always giving a good input and advice.
Always helpful on every question I have. I would utilize and recommend Jim for all my future purchases.

SOLD A SINGLE FAMILY HOME IN SEATTLE, WA.

USER7584771

RECOMMENDED

We are so glad that we got to work with Jim Clark. Our house sold within a matter of weeks. Now the old
house doesn't even look the way it looked like in 1974! Thanks for all your hard work Jim! Hope your family
enjoys this once old house to a very new house. 

SOLD A SINGLE FAMILY HOME IN ISSAQUAH, WA.
TAMI GLEASON

RECOMMENDED

Jim, worked with us on a transaction directly with a builder/developer where we didn't have a real estate
agent. He was professional, polite and a pleasure to work with.

STU K

RECOMMENDED

Jim did a great job and represented our interests very well. 
PF

RECOMMENDED

KEITH S

Very professional and accommodating. Highly recommended...! 

RECOMMENDED
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Jim Clark was thorough and thoughtful. He made his business making my business more productive and
streamlined - meeting challenges head-on with integrity & sublime business acumen. Choosing Authority
Real Estate for my property management needs was one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. 

JODIE RABIE

Jim was so helpful when my husband and I were looking to buy a house this year. He took time to explain
everything we had questions about and worked hard for us when it was time to put in an offer and negotiate.
Thanks Jim for your help, we love our new home!

RACHEL W

Jim Clark of Authority Real Estate represented us over the course of the about 18 months it took to
complete our downsizing. We purchased a brand new home in a development and Jim was instrumental in
asking all the right questions and getting the answers we needed to understand our purchase. We came
away with a lesson for life: never buy a house — especially from a builder — unless you have a buyer’s broker
on your team. We are very happy with our brand new home. Thanks especially to Jim.

LR

What a great experience! Anytime you sell or buy a property it's a stressful time, Jim's detailed, honest and
complete approach reduces that dynamic, you truly feel like he has your best interests in mind in all the
stages. His communication, was timely and just often enough. Always available for questions or a status
report. 
With efficiency and effectiveness like we experienced with Jim, why would anyone go anywhere else? 

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

USER2601220

RECOMMENDED

Jim was very professional at putting together our home on all areas for advertising the listing. Flyers,
Internet, Zillow and many others. He answered all question promptly that came up during the process till the
successful closing of our home. We sold are home for more than the other agents market appraisals. Would
we use Jim again if needed absolutely! He gets the job done with no pressure. 

GPWENTZ

RECOMMENDED
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Jim was so attentive to my needs and requests. He took time to walk through each stage of selling my home
and purchasing a new one. I hope to work with him again some day.

MN

RECOMMENDED

Jim did a wonderful job . I would recommend Jim highly as he was able to get my condo sold in no time. I
appreciate all he did for me. Best regards

CARRIE MCDANIEL

RECOMMENDED

"Jim is outstanding at his job. My wife and I tend to be a bit high-strung, controlling and demanding, but
we're attorneys. We're practically Willie Nelson in that crowd, but outside that circle, we can be tough to
handle. Jim was terrific for us both in selling our home and being patient during our search for the next one.
It's one thing handling other people's stressful issues and quite another handling one's own. He talked us
down during the stressful times and helped us see the smart moves to make, which ultimately got our house
sold above asking and helped us locate our next home in a very difficult, dry inventory market. We would hire
Jim again in a heartbeat. I highly recommend him." 

AC

RECOMMENDED

"Jim was very patient and knowledgeable on the types of properties I asked him to find. He took the time out
of his day various times before he presented a property to me which he thought would fill my needs. I have
worked with various real estate brokers that try to "sell" you property. Jim really listened and provided me
exactly the type of property I was looking for. I would personally recommend Jim to my family and friends
when they look for a real estate broker." 

ISELLCASAS9

RECOMMENDED

"Jim will bring an organized and professional approach to the process. I wouldn't hesitate to use Jim as my
agent." 

WMICHAEL9

RECOMMENDED
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"He is tenacious without being pushy. Jim Clark is a great choice as a consultant or partner in matter of real
estate." 

RICK3281

RECOMMENDED

"Jim has an excellent understanding of many and varied aspects of real estate and is able to quickly analyze
problems and then make thoughtful intelligent decisions. Jim has a unique ability to sort through
complicated situations and then make a critical review. He always treated me professionally and with
fairness and respect. It is with pleasure that I recommend Jim Clark for any and all of your real estate
needs." 

JERRY A.

RECOMMENDED

"His thorough insight to detail is top notch. You won't find anyone with more integrity, concern and fairness.
He's just an all around good guy. I highly recommend Jim for any of your real estate needs." 

ZUSER20140402092259931

RECOMMENDED

"Jim has been outstanding to work with. In my experience, Jim is organized, detail oriented, and possesses
the communication skills required to be successful in the competitive world of real estate. Given the
opportunity, we would gladly work with Jim in the future." 

STEVE P.

Jim did an excellent job! He was extremely thorough and we had a great experience selling our home with
Jim. 

LISA VIPOND

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED


